Abnormalities of the scotopic threshold response correlated with gene mutation in X-linked retinoschisis and congenital stationary night blindness.
STRs and dark-adapted ERGs were recorded in nine normal subjects, nine patients with XLRS, 11 patients with CSNB1 and one patient with CSNB2. In XLRS STR amplitude was significantly lower than normal at every intensity, but the response could be recorded in every patient and the maximum amplitude response was outside the 95% confidence limits in only four of the nine patients. STRs were significantly poorer in patients with CSNB and a responses was not measurable at any intensity in nine of the 11 patients with CSNB1. In both CSNB and XLRS the STR could only be recorded at higher stimulus intensities, suggesting reduced sensitivity of the STR. In XLRS onset and peak latencies were also significantly prolonged and the slope of the intensity-response functions for amplitude and onset latency differed significantly from normal. Maximum STR amplitude did not correlate with the maximum dark-adapted ERG response. The finding of abnormal STRs and dark adapted ERGs in all three dystrophies indicates that the different causative genes must have similar effects on the rod On-bipolar cell pathway. But there were also differences between the three clinical groups, particularly in the greater severity of the abnormality in CSNB1, which suggests that there may be multiple sites of abnormality.